
Double Balanced Microphone Amplifier Notes (OM1556 from 1984)

To be read in conjunction with ...

AES Preprint 2106 “Double Balanced Microphone Amplifier”or

Philips “Double Balanced Microphone Amplifier” (no document number) which

contains all of the documentation and data as sent to the AES.

Philips Note R01312  22 Oct 1985

“Double Balanced Microphone Amplifier. Philips OM1556”.

Philips Data Sheet R01313 22 Oct 1985

“Philips Data Sheet. Double Balanced Microphone Amplifier.  OM1556”.

Graeme John Cohen  July 2008.  Adelaide, Australia
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Introduction:-

The concept was not described as an invention and it was “new” in the overall description

of being:
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Copies of the required documents are appended to this paper.

This preamplifier was developed over some years leading up to the first AES conference

in Australia in 1984. Philips Microelectronics Australia has the original laboratory notes

of some years previous to the AES conference paper.

This circuit was ultimately developed into the Philips OM1556 hybrid microphone amplifier

in 1984.
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Double balanced throughout.  i.e. CMRR was carried through to the final output.

Exceptional DC balance using cross couple dual matched multiple transistor arrays (not

FETs).

Adjustable current operation of the input transistors for optimum noise figure for

different source impedances while maintaining tight DC balance.

Very low value feedback resistors to the emitters of the input transistors so that the gain

setting resistors are of extremely low value (approximately 1 ohm at 60dB of gain) to

enhance the already low noise figure.

The very good DC balance obtained over the operating input DC current range, due to the

double balanced approach allows the use of full DC coupling throughout.

No coupling capacitor is required in series with the gain setting resistor.



The “Double Balanced” concept allows for exceptional common mode rejection for input

signals right through to the output. This is enhanced by using a cross connected output

stage to control any DC offset from the already balanced input stage.  i.e. with both inputs

tied together and driven from a low DC offset source the output DC offset is very good

even at extreme gain settings.  See figure 1.
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Notes:-
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Figure 1.

Double Balanced Microphone Amplifier showing full DC push pull giving extra CMRR

throughout.  Both 300R resistors are matched. All 1K & 2K resistors are matched. Both

24 ohms are also matched for the following amp CMRR.
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Fig 2.

2 x LM194 transistors on OM1556 hybrid.

The transistors are cross connected on each chip and each chip orientated to also be cross connected

and in parallel.  Q1 of the upper chip is in parallel with Q2 of the lower chip.

i.e. Double balanced also of chip for DC stability.

Notice that the emitter connections for Q1 & Q2 within each chip are not symmetrical. (red and

blue traces).

For close matching, these two individual chips were hand selected adjacent pairs from the centre

region of the chip wafer.

4 x emitter

bond wires

4 x emitter

bond wires

Gold bond wires

The input transistors, two off LM194 (LM394) are multiple emitter transistors cross

connected on a single crystal (chip). FETs do not have good gate to source DC match and

do not have low enough noise figure at low input impedances. Two of the LM194 chips are

used in a cross connected configuration to enhance the DC match and therefore the

stability. See figure 2.
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By optimising the adjustable current in the input transistors the optimum noise figure can

be obtained. For very low input source resistance (<20 ohms) and therefore high input

transistor current, a slight degradation of the excellent DC balance may occur.

The use of very low feedback resistors to the input emitters (300 ohms each) allows for a

very low value gain setting resistor between emitters.(300 ohms is seven times lower than

is commonly used, > 2 kilohms).  This low value enhances the already good noise figure.

The gain setting resistor is in series with the rbb of the input transistors and is itself very

low due to the multiple transistor arrays and two of these arrays also in parallel.

Because of the inherent good DC balance obtained, the use of any coupling capacitors is

eliminated. This very low noise amplifier can then be used down to DC with low offsets

even at high gain settings. Also high output voltage swing is available due to the double

balance of the offsets throughout.

The first pair of Opamp outputs current drive the 300 ohm resistors. Therefore these output

stages operate in class A.
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Notes (cont):-

I didn’t know about Burdick of Benchmark Audio or the Harrison PC1041 or AD524.

None of these are double balanced or have adjustable current for the input transistors.

4 Burdick (Fig 3) is not DC coupled and has high value feedback resistors.

Figure 3.

Burdick of Benchmark Audio 1984



Harrison (Fig 4) is not DC coupled and also has high value feedback resistors.

It also uses current sources which should be avoided as these are another source of noise

being injected into the emitters.
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AD524. (Fig 5) Very high feedback resistors is not a low noise input.

At 60dB gain, 40 ohms plus rbb and re of each device gives a high noise figure for 50 ohms

or less source impedance.  See figure 6
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Figure 4.    Harrison PC1041 in 1978.

Figure 5.

AD524

Figure 6.

Input noise sources.
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Notes (cont):-

The 300R resistors allow Rg to be about 1 ohm (at 60dB of gain)

There is not much point making the 300R resistors lower and hence allow Rg to be even

smaller, as rbb tends to swamp Rg.

It can also be operated with uA bias currents giving input impedances of Megohms.

See OM1556 “Typical connection” in R01313 for optional trim of CMRR and DC

offsets for precision high gain DC applications such as strain gauges.

The internal 100pF capacitors to ground on the middle 1K resistor (+ inputs of Opamps)

matches the feedback 100pF capacitors to reduce transient overloads especially from

power supply noise.

The power supply pins are bypassed to common (usually the ground terminal) for HF

bypassing.
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July 2008

Australia.

Some of the test equipment now in use as well as wideband CRO;

For IMD measurement & Plots:

Anritsu Network/Spectrum Analyzer MS420B, 10Hz - 30MHz.

2 off Level Generator MG442A with separate combining/filter unit.

For harmonic and noise figure measurements:

Boonton Audio Analyzer 1120, 10Hz - 140KHz

For DC and offset measurements:

7 1/2 digit DVM



OM1556 Hybrid Mic Amp.

Figure 8.

The big picture.

Figure 7.

OM1556 internals

Faint laser trims circled in red.

(all resistors are trimmed)

4 x anti-latchup diodes

2 x GaAs (red) LEDs

2 conducting layers on a ceramic substrate.

(2nd layer is not visible)

Capacitor

Dual Opamps

LM194s

Resistor

Pads for external connection



Figure 11.

A serious Graeme Cohen in his lab.

July 2008

Figure 10.

Conformal coating.

Figure 9.

All active parts have a rubberised coating to keep out

light and to protect the bond wires & chips.



Figure 12

Dual preamp.

A few remaining hybrids were built up as general purpose preamps in June 2006

Figure 13

Inside the preamp.

Many of the capacitors in the lower half

of the photo are in the power supply which

runs from an external 16V AC transformer.

Plus and minus 18V rails are derived from

voltage doublers and the 48V Phantom

from a tripler.

Input and output coupling caps can be

jumpered out for DC operation.

48V Phantom can also be disabled when

input caps are not used such as when

running from a ribbon microphone.



Any reason for balanced output only?

Use either output if AC coupled.

For best CMRR and/or DC offset use a 4 resistor diff amp on the balanced output which can then

have their own trimpots.

A differential output is also useful for phase reversal.

Why was it made into a hybrid?

I was there and I could!

...and the staff selected matched chips etc.

If it were being made today, in the surface mount era, would it still be a hybrid?

Probably. But there would be different manufacturers of the chips etc.

Hybrid allows laser triming. See figure 7.

If SMD use phyisically largest parts for ease of matching on a bridge.

Thermal tracking of the LM194s needs to be taken into account.

One could clamp T05 types together with an ‘S’ shaped heatsink for through hole PCB.

Frequently asked questions.

Did Phillips sell many of the devices?

Don’t know.

Why not FETs on the front end?

Match of Vgs of depletion mode FETs is very poor, enhancement mode FETs are worse.

They also have too much noise for low impedance sources.

Need to use bipolar for low impedance work because of much better noise performance.

Vbe is very tightly matched in multiple emitter dual transistor chips.

What are the two LEDs for?

LEDs are used as a low noise fixed voltage source so that the input Opamps keep within their

linear region because you can’t run their inputs closer than about 2 volts to rail.

Thermally coupled LM194s
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